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Evan Meszaros ’07 Wins Photo Contest Week No. 3; Send Us Your Guess for This Week’s Mystery Photo

Posted on: July 25th, 2011 by Rick Peterson

Photo contest image no. 4. Good luck!

We are up to week four already in this summer’s “Here’s Looking at LU Photo Contest.” Time flies when you’re having fun!

If you’ve been playing along since we started…thank you! If you haven’t submitted any guesses yet, this week would be a good time to dive into the contest and see if you can identify this week’s photo. Get it right and you could win a neat prize and be eligible for the end-of-the-contest $50 gift card giveaway.
Congratulations to Evan Meszaros ’07 of Cleveland, Ohio, our third weekly winner, for correctly identifying last week’s mystery photo as the ornately carved top of the grandfather clock on the first floor of the Seeley G. Mudd library. Evan was chosen by random drawing from our biggest pool of correct responses to date — 38.

Everyone who submitted a correct answer this week will be eligible for the grand prize drawing at the end of the contest.

**How the contest works:**

Weekly from now through the end of August, we’ll post a photo on the Lawrence website news page, and the headline “Here’s Looking at LU! Contest” on the website home page.

Study the photo carefully and, if you can identify the item or location pictured, send an email to communications@lawrence.edu (see link below), telling us what is in the photograph! Be sure to include your name and mailing address. (Limit one entry per week per email address.)

Win this LU Spirit Tumbler!
A prize each week:

Each week, all entrants with correct answers will be entered in a random drawing for a cool blue, 16 oz. Lawrence University “spirit tumbler.” The correct answer and the weekly prizewinner will be announced the following Monday. (If no one correctly identifies the photo, two winners will be chosen the following week.)

On August 29, 2011, at the conclusion of the contest, one entry from among all correct contest entries will be chosen as the “Here’s Looking at LU!” grand prize winner. The grand prizewinner will receive a $50 prize package from KK’s in the Warch Campus Center. The more weeks you enter, the better your chance of winning!

Official Contest Rules:

One photo will be posted on Lawrence’s website each Monday for the eight-week duration of the contest. Following the posting of each photo, entries may be submitted to communications@lawrence.edu until 12 midnight CDT (Central Daylight Time) the following Sunday. A weekly winner will be randomly selected by Lawrence University from among each week’s correct entries and all correct entries will be eligible for the grand prize drawing on August 29. By entering, you agree to have your name published on Lawrence University’s website and in other university communications. Lawrence University is not responsible for lost or misdirected entries.